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INTRODUCTION
In this paper we discuss the S2-Conjecture for metabelian groups and
answer it positively in the split extension case. The S2-Conjecture is a low
dimensional case of the Sm-Conjecture that describes the higher geomet-
 mŽ .4  mŽ .4ric invariants S G and S G, Z of a finitely generatedmg N mg N
mŽ .metabelian group G. In general S G, Z is defined for every finitely
mŽ .generated group G and S G for groups of type F . The higher geomet-m
w xric invariants were introduced in 7, 22 and generalize the geometric
w x w xinvariants defined in 6 and 8 . By definition they are subsets of the unit
Ž . Ž Ž .  4sphere S G s Hom G, R _ 0 r; , where ; is the equivalent relation
Ž .  4 w x Ž .on Hom G, R _ 0 with classes x s R x . If A is a left ZG-module) 0
m <w xS G, A s x g S G A is of type FP over ZG ,Ž . Ž . 4m x
 < Ž . 4 mŽ .where G s g g G x g G 0 . We do not state the definition of S Gx
mŽ .but note it is a homotopical version of S G, Z . For general finitely
1Ž . 1Ž . w xgenerated groups S G and S G, Z coincide. As shown in 20 this is
false in higher dimensions.
The importance of the higher geometric invariants of a group G lies in
the fact that they control the homological and homotopical properties of
Ž w x.the subgroups of G which contain the derived subgroup see 7, 22 . More
w xabout the higher geometric invariants can be found in 12, 18, 19 . The
following conjecture from R. Bieri suggests that the higher geometric
1Ž .invariants of a metabelian group G are determined by S G .
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THE Sm-CONJECTURE. If G is a metabelian group of type FP thenm
c10 f conv R S GŽ .Ž .F m ) 0
and
c c cm m 1S G s S G, Z s conv R S G r; ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .F m ) 0
Ž . nwhere upper index c denotes complement in S G ; conv X for X : R isF m
the con¤ex hull of not more than m-elements of X.
Thought the Sm-Conjecture is still an open problem some cases of it are
w xanswered positively in 14, 15, 18, 19 . It is related to the following
w xconjecture suggested in 3 .
THE FP -CONJECTURE. A finitely generated metabelian group is of typem
FP if and only ifm
c10 f conv R S G .Ž .Ž .F m ) 0
Ž wThe FP -Conjecture has been proved in many cases see 1, 3, 8, 10, 13,m
x. w x21 . In 8 the case m s 2 is resolved; furthermore Bieri and Strebel show
that for finitely generated metabelian groups the properties FP and finite2
presentability are equivalent. Our proof of the S2-Conjecture in the split
w xextension case is inspired by the geometric methods introduced in 8 ; the
core of the proof is Theorem A1 stated below.
THEOREM A1. Suppose G is a split extension of A by Q, A and Q are
abelian, G is of type FP , and w is a non-tri¤ial real character of Q such that2
Ž . Ž 1Ž .c. Ž . Ž .g w f conv R S G , where g : Hom Q, R “ Hom G, R is in-F 2 ) 0
w Ž .x 2Ž .duced by the projection G “ Q. Then g w g S G .
It is easy to see that if x is a non-trivial discrete character of a group G
that is an extension of A by Q, where A and Q are abelian, G is of type
w x 2Ž .FP , and A is not in the kernel of x then x g S G . Indeed in this2
case Ker x is an extension of A l Ker x by a group isomorphic to a
subgroup of finite index in Q and by the characterization theorem for
w xfinitely presented metabelian groups in 8 Ker x is finitely presented. We
consider the action of Z on R given by translations and extend it to an
action of G given by the map x : G “ Z. This action of G has the
property that its edge stabilizers are finitely generated and the vertex
Žstabilizers are finitely presented in fact all edge and vertex stabilizers
.coincide with Ker x . As the identity on R is a x-equivariant height
Ž w x.function for the definition of equivariant height functions see 19 we can
w x w x 2Ž .apply 19, Theorem 4.1 and deduce x g S G . In general this result
w xholds not only for discrete characters. As shown in 17 if G is a finitely
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presented discrete group, N is a normal locally polycyclic-by-finite sub-
group of G, and x is a real character of G that does not vanish on N then
w x 2Ž .x g S G . A simple proof in the case when G s N i Q, N and Q are
w xabelian, and G is finitely generated can be found in 15 . This together
2Ž .c Ž Ž 1Ž .c..with Theorem A1 implies that S G : conv R S G r; in theF 2 ) 0
w xsplit extension case. The inverse inclusion is proved in 12 and holds for
general finitely generated metabelian groups.
COROLLARY A2. The S2-Conjecture holds in the split extension case.
w xIn 16 we introduced the following conjecture that classifies the homo-
logical type of some special modules over finitely generated metabelian
groups.
CONJECTURE 1. Suppose A “ G “ Q is a short exact sequence of groups,
A and Q are abelian, G is finitely generated, and B is a finitely generated
module o¤er ZQ that is ¤iewed as an ZG-module ¤ia the projection G “ Q.
Then B is of type FP o¤er ZG if and only ifm
c c0 10 f R S G, B q conv R S G .Ž . Ž .Ž .) 0 F m ) 0
w xSome cases of Conjecture 1 are proved in 16 . There we showed that the
conjecture holds in dimension one in the split extension case and that the
forward implication holds if both A and B have prime characteristic
p ) 0. In this paper we suggest a description of the higher geometric
invariants of the modules considered in Conjecture 1.
CONJECTURE 2. In conditions of Conjecture 1 if B is of type FP o¤erm
ZG
c c cm 0 1S G, B s R ? S G, B q conv R S G r; .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .) 0 F m ) 0
The following theorem can serve as a motivation of Conjecture 2.
THEOREM B. Suppose A “ G “ Q is a split short exact sequence of
groups, A and Q are abelian, G is finitely generated, and B is a finitely
generated module o¤er ZQ that is of type FP o¤er ZG, i.e., finitely presented.1
Then
c c c1 1 0S G, B s R S G q R S G, B r; .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .) 0 ) 0
w x mŽ .In 15 we suggested a criterion for the discrete characters of S G, Z
in terms of the homological properties of A. There we showed a proof in a
low dimensional split extension case without referring to Conjecture 2.
Now we state this criterion for non-discrete characters and note that it
would be a straightforward corollary of Conjecture 2 and the Sm-Conjec-
ture once both conjectures are proved.
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CONJECTURE 3. If A “ G “ Q is a short exact sequence of groups, A
and Q are abelian, and G is of type FP thenm
Sm G, Z s Smy 1 G, A .Ž . Ž .
1. PRELIMINARIES
Let G be a split extension of A by Q, where A and Q are abelian
groups and G is finitely generated, and we view A as a left ZQ-module via
conjugation. As G is finitely generated there exists a finite set a , . . . , a1 s
generating A over ZQ.
We note that the S2-Conjecture holds for G if it holds for a subgroup H
w xof finite index in G. Indeed by 9, Corollary B4.13 if x is a non-zero real
w x mŽ . w < x mŽ .character of G then x g S G, Z if and only if x g S H, Z . TheH
w xhomotopical version of this result is given in 19, 2.7 Corollary . Then
without loss of generality we can assume Q , Zn ; R n and consider Q
equipped with the standard inner product inherited from R n.
w xWe change the notations a bit to be consistent with the ones used in 8
Ž . 0Ž . c Ž . Ž . Ž .and denote S Q s S Q, A , S Q s S Q _S Q . Then the mapA A A
Ž . Ž .Hom Q, R “ Hom A i Q, R induced by the projection A i Q “ Q
c Ž . 1Ž .cgives a bijection between S Q and S A i Q . We assume A is 2-tameA
c Ž . c Ž .as a ZQ-module, i.e., S Q l y S Q s B and fix a character w gA A
Ž .  4 Ž c Ž .. w xHom Q, R _ 0 , w f conv R ? S Q . By 8, Proposition 2.1 A sZ F 2 ) 0 A
ZQ a q ??? qZQ a .w 1 w s
q <DEFINITION. Let F be the free group on the set Y s b q g Q ,i w
4 q1Žq2 . Žq1 q2 .1 F i F s . We view Y as a left Q -set via b [ b and define m:w i i
F “ A to be the group homomorphism sending qb to qa for all q g Q ,i i w
1 F i F s.
One of the main results in this paper is to show that Ker m is generated
Ž .by finitely many Q -orbits as a normal subgroup of F see Corollary 3.5 .w
The proof of this result is rather long and the following lemma is its
starting point.
LEMMA 1.1. There exists a normal subgroup N of F such that N ; Ker m,
N is Q -in¤ariant, N is generated as a normal subgroup of F by finitely manyw
orbits under the action of Q , and furthermore we can define an action of Qw
on FrN which ¤ia m corresponds to the action of Q on A ¤ia conjugation.
w xProof. By 8, Proposition 2.1 there exists an element l in the central-0
Ž . Ž .izer C A of A in ZQ such that for every q g supp l , w q ) 0.ZQ 0
Furthermore let q be an element of Q _Ker w such that qy1q g Q for0 w 0 w
all q g supp l . We note that Q s D q zQ .0 z - 0 0 w
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 4Let q , . . . , q be the support of l , so l s Ý z q for some1 t 0 0 1F iF t i i
 4z g Z_ 0 . We define N to be the normal subgroup of F generated byi
Qww ŽŽz1 q1 .Žz2 q2 . Žz t qt ..y1 x < 4 z j q jb b b ??? b 1 F i F s ; Ker m. Here b denotesi i i i i
the z th power of q jb .j i
For q g Q we define qc to be the image of qb in FrN and note thatw i i
Ž .since N is Q -invariant, FrN inherits from F a left action of Q . Noww w
we define a group homomorphism m: FrN “ FrN that sends c toÄ i
Žz1 q
y1
0 q1 .Žz2 q
y1
0 q2 . Žz t q
y1
0 qt . Žq . q Ž .c c ??? c and m c s m c for q g Q . Note thatÄ Äi i i i i w
q j Ž . qy10 q jwŽz1 q1 .Žz2 q2 . Žz t qt .x qy10 q jm c s c c ??? c s c . ThenÄ i i i i i
z1 q1m c z2 q2m c ??? z t qtm c s z1 q
y1
0 q1 c z2 q
y1
0 q2 c ??? z t q
y1
0 qt cŽ . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž . ž / ž / ž /i i i i i i
s m cŽ .Ä i
and so m is well defined.Ä
Now we define an action of Q on FrN as follows. The monoid Q actsw
as before; the action of qyk , k g N, is given by the homomorphism mk. ItÄ0
Žq0 . q0Ž Ž ..remains only to note that the action is well defined; i.e., m c s m cÄ Äi i
Žz1 q1 .Žz2 q2 . Žz t qt .s c c ??? c s c in FrN. This completes the proof of thei i i i
lemma.
DEFINITION. From now on we write qc, where c g FrN, q g Q, for the
image of c under the action of q.
The element q that was used in the definition of the action of Q on0
FrN will appear several times throughout the next sections. The following
simple lemma gives more information about the action of qy1.0
Žrq q .LEMMA 1.2. Let Ł c s a be an element of FrN and m beq g Q , r g Z iw q
a positi¤e integer. Then q
ym
0 a belongs to the subgroup of FrN generated by
Qw 4 Qwwq
X qY x < X Y  < Y < < X <4a and all FrN-conjugates of c , c q , q g Q , max q , q Fi i w
< <4 < y1 <s m q max q , s s max q q .0 r / 0 0 q g supp l 0 iq i 0
Proof. We induct on m. Let m s 1, then
rqy1 y1 y1 y1 y1q r qq z qq q z qq q z qq q0 q 0 1 0 1 2 0 2 t 0 ta s c s c c ??? cŁ Łž / ž / ž / ž /i i i i
qgQ qgQw w
’ z1 q
y1
0 q1a z2 q
y1
0 q2a ??? z t q
y1
0 qtaŽ . Ž . Ž .
wq
X
modulo the normal subgroup of FrN generated by the elements c ,i
qY x < X Y  < Y < < X <4 < <4 y1c q , q g Q , max q , q F s q max q . We note that q q gi w 0 r / 0 0 iq
Q for all 1 F i F t.w
The inductive step follows immediately from the inductive hypothesis
X Y qy10 wq
X qY xand the fact that for q , q g Q , c , c belongs to the normal sub-w i i
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wh
X hY x < X Y < X < < X < < Y <group of FrN generated by c , c h , h g Q , h F q q s , h Fi i w 0
< Y < 4q q s . Indeed0
X Y X Yy1 y1 y1q q q q q q q0 0 0c , c s c , ci i i i
X X Xy1 y1 y1z q q q z q q q z q q q1 0 1 2 0 2 t 0 ts c c ??? c ,ž / ž / ž /i i i
Y Y Yy1 y1 y1z q q q z q q q z q q q1 0 1 2 0 2 t 0 tc c ??? cž / ž / ž /i i i
wq
X qy10 qk q
Y qy10 q j x <belongs to the normal subgroup of FrN generated by c , c 1i i
4 < X y1 < < X < < y1 < < X < < Y y1 < < Y <F k, j F t and q q q F q q q q F q q s , q q q F q q s0 j 0 j 0 0 j 0
for all 1 F j F t.
Now we state several geometric lemmas about the invariant S that will
play a vital role in the proof of Corollary 3.5.
c Ž . c Ž .  4 c Ž .LEMMA 1.3. If S Q l y S Q s B and x , x : yS Q then theA A 1 2 A
angle between x and x , considered as ¤ectors in R n with beginning at the1 2
origin, cannot be arbitrary close to p .
w x cProof. As shown in 4 S is a rationally defined spherical polyhedron;A
i.e., it is a union of finitely many finite intersections of closed half spheres.
Lemma 1.3 is an obvious corollary of the polyhedral structure of Sc .A
Ž c Ž .. w xLEMMA 1.4. Suppose w f conv R ? S Q and write w for theF 2 ) 0 A
Ž . Ž .projection of w to S Q . Then there exists a positi¤e real number a g 0, p
 4 c Ž . w xsuch that for e¤ery set X s x , x , x with x , x g yS Q , x g R w1 2 3 1 2 A 3 ) 0
p an  4there exists u g R such that / x, u - y for all x g X.2 2
c Ž .Proof. The lemma follows from the structure of S Q as a rationallyA
defined spherical polyhedron.
Later on we will need the following geometrical results from R. Bieri,
J. R. J. Groves, and J. Harlander.
 4PROPOSITION 1.5. There exist a finite subset L s l , l , . . . , l of the1 2 m0
Ž .centralizer C A of A in ZQ and a positi¤e real number n such that forZQ 0
w x Ž . Ž .e¤ery x g S Q there is l g L with the property that x q ) n for allA i 0
q g supp l .i
w xProof. The proposition is a special case of the main theorem of 5 . A
w Ž .xweaker version of it can be found in 11, Lemma 2.5 1 .
PROPOSITION 1.6. There exists a positi¤e real number r such that if0
xn < < Ž .x g R with x ) r , g yS Q then there is an element l g L such< <0 Ax
< < < <that for e¤ery q g supp l, x q q - x .
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w Ž .xProof. The result is a stronger version of 11, Lemma 3.7 1 and can be
w xdeduced by a slight modification of the original argument in 11 ; i.e., we
w Ž .xhave to use Proposition 1.5 instead of 11, Lemma 2.5 1 in the proof of
w Ž .x11, Lemma 3.7 1 .
Ž .LEMMA 1.7. Let a be a real number in the inter¤al 0, p and n be a
Ž . Ž .positi¤e integer. Then there exist positi¤e real numbers r a , n and r a , n ,1 2
depending on a and n, satisfying the following.
Let X be a finite set in R n and let u g R n be of length 1. Suppose that
p a 4 < < Ž ./ x, u - y and x ) r a , n for each x g X. Then there exists12 2
n < < Ž . < < < <¤ g Z with ¤ - r a , n and ¤ q x - x for each x g X.2
w xProof. This is 11, Lemma 3.8 .
Ž .2. THE DEFINITION AND SOME PROPERTIES OF X m
From now on we consider w as a real character or R n given by the
obvious R-linear extension of the original character w of Q s Zn.
Ž .DEFINITION. Let O y denote the closed ball with center y and radiusr
r in R n and r , r be positive real numbers such that 2 r - r . Then we1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .define D to be the union of all balls O y , where y g O 0 andr , r r r yr1 2 1 2 1
Ž . Ž .w y G 0. We set X m s D for m G 5, m g N.m , m'
 4DEFINITION. Let L s l , . . . , l be the set given by Proposition 1.51 m0
 4and q , q , . . . , q be the support of l , so l s Ý z q for somej, 1 j, 2 j, t j j k j, k j, kj
 4z g Z_ 0 . We define some special elements c g FrN byj, k i, j
y1z q z q z qj , 1 j , 1 j , 2 j , 2 j , t j , tj jc s c c c ??? c .Ž . Ž . Ž .i , j i i i i
LEMMA 2.1. There exists a positi¤e integer r such that for m G r and
Ž . qq g X m l Q the element c belongs to the subgroup of FrN generated byi, j
Qw 4 Qwwq
X qY x < X Y Ž . 4c and all FrN-conjugates of c , c q , q g X m y 1 l Q .i, j i i w
Proof. Note that there exists a positive real number d such that for all
yd w m x'Ž Ž . .m G 5 X m l Q _Q : q Q . For sufficiently big m we havew 0 w
' 'w x < < w xs m d q max q F m y 1, where m denotes the inte-0 1F iF m , 1F k F t i, k0 i'gral part of m . Then the lemma follows immediately from Lemma 1.2.
From now on we fix r and r to be positive integers satisfying the0
conclusions of Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 1.6, respectively.
X X X X nŽ . Ž .LEMMA 2.2. Suppose m G r, q g O y ; X m , q g Q, y g R ,m'
< X X < Ž X X. < X X < Ž . q
X
and q y y ) r , q y y r q y y g yS Q . Then c belongs to the0 A i
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q < < X < < X X <4 Qw <subgroup of FrN generated by c q g Q, q y y - q y y j c 1 F ji i, j
4 Qwwh
X hY x < X Y Ž . 4F m and all FrN-conjugates of c , c h , h g X m y 1 l Q .0 i i
Proof. By Proposition 1.6 there exists an element l g L such that forj
< X X < < X X <all q g supp l we have q y y q q - q y y . Now we consider thej, k j j, k
element c and note thati, j
qXc sq
X
c z j , 1 q
X q j , 1 c z j , 2 q
X q j , 2 c ??? z j , t j q
X q j , t j c .Ž . Ž . Ž .i i , j i i i
The proof is now completed by Lemma 2.1.
3. MORE GEOMETRIC LEMMAS
 4 n  4  4DEFINITION. If q are elements of R , we write q , q $ q , qi 1F iF 4 1 2 3 4
 < < < <4  < < < <4if and only if max q , q F max q , q and if equality occurs then1 2 3 4
 < < < <4  < < < <4min q , q - min q , q .1 2 3 4
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose d is a real positi¤e number. Then there exists a
Ž . Ž . X Ypositi¤e real number m d , depending on d , such that if m G m d , q , q g1 1
X Y n X X Y Y XŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . <Q, y , y g R , q g O y ; X m , q g O y ; X m , and q ym m' '
X < Y Ž . Ž Y Y . < Y Y < c Ž .y F d , q f X m y 1 , q y y r q y y g yS Q then there existsA
 X X Y Y4  X X Y Y4¤ g yQ such that ¤ q q y y , ¤ q q y y $ q y y , q y y .w
Y Ž . Ž Y Proof. Since q f X m y 1 we deduce that the distance d q , x g
n ' '< Ž . < < 4.R w x G 0, x F m y 1 y m y 1 ) m y 1 . At the same time
Y Y Y Yn 'Ž  < Ž . < < 4. < < Žd q , x g R w x G 0, x F m y 1 y m y 1 F q y y q d y ,
Y Yn ' ' < Ž . < < 4. < <x g R w x G 0, x F m y 1 y m y 1 F q y y q m y m y
Y Y' ' ' 'Ž . < < Ž .m y 1 y m y 1 . Hence q y y ) m y 1 y 1 y m q m y 1
's m y 1.
Ž Y Y . < Y Y < c Ž .Since q y y r q y y g yS Q by Lemma 1.4, for x s x sA 1 2
Ž Y Y . < Y Y < w x Ž Y Y . < Y Y <q y y r q y y the angle between w and q y y r q y y is less
 w x Y Y4than p y a . We want to apply Lemma 1.7 to the set X s z w , q y y ,
w x Ž .where z is a sufficiently big positive integer and w g S Q is viewed as
n n Ž .an element of R via the isomorphism R , Hom Q, R induced by
Y Yn '< < Ž .Q , Z . Indeed q y y G m y 1 ) r a , n for sufficiently big m and1
Ž .we can take z ) r a , n . Then by Lemma 1.7 there exists ¤ g Q such that1
< < Ž . < Y Y < < Y Y < < w x < < w x < Ž w x.¤ F r a , n , ¤ q q y y - q y y , ¤ q z w - z w . Then ¤ , z w2
Ž .- 0 and hence w ¤ F 0, as required.
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X'Ž . <If m is sufficiently large r a , n q d - m y 1 and hence ¤ q q y2
X X X Y Y X'< < < < < Ž . < < y F ¤ q q y y F r a , n q d - m y 1 - q y y . Then ¤ q q y2
X Y Y4  X X Y Y4y , ¤ q q y y $ q y y , q y y , as required.
LEMMA 3.2. There exists a sufficiently large positi¤e integer n , such that if
X Y X Y n < X X < < Y Y < Ž X X. < X X <q , q g Q, y , y g R , q y y G n , q y y G n , and q y y r q y y ,
Ž Y Y . < Y Y < c Ž . q y y r q y y g yS Q then there is an element ¤ g yQ s q gA w
< Ž . 4 < X X < < X X < < Y Y < < Y Y <Q w q F 0 with q y y q ¤ - q y y , q y y q ¤ - q y y .
Proof. If n and m are sufficiently big positive integers we can apply
 X X Y Y w x4Lemma 1.7 for the set X s q y y , q y y , m w . Note that by Lemma
1.4 the set X satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 1.7. Then there exists
< X X < < X X < < Y Y < < Y Y < <¤ g Q such that ¤ q q y y - q y y , ¤ q q y y - q y y , ¤ q
w x < < w x < Ž .m w - m w . The latter shows w ¤ - 0.
THEOREM 3.3. There exists a positi¤e real number rU G r such that if
U X X Y Y X Y X YŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .m G r , q g O y ; X m , q g O y ; X m , q , q g Q, y , ym m' '
n wq
X qY xg R the commutator c , c belongs to the subgroup of FrN generated byi j
Qwwh
X hY x < X Y  X X Y Y4  X Xall FrN-conjugates of c , c h , h gQ, h y y , h y y $ q y y ,i j
Y Y44 Qw < 4 Qwwh
X hY x <q y y , c 1 F a F s, 1 F b F m and c , c 1 F a , b F s;a , b 0 a b
X Y Ž . 4h , h g X m y 1 l Q .
Ž X X. < XProof. We assume m G r and consider several cases. If q y y r q y
X < Ž . < X X < q
X
y g yS Q and q y y ) r we deduce from Lemma 2.2 that cA 0 i
q < < X < < Xbelongs to the subgroup of FrN generated by c q g Q, q y y - q yi
X <4 Qw < 4 Qwwh
X hY x < X Yy j c 1 F b F m and all FrN-conjugates of c , c h , h gi, b 0 i i
Ž . 4 wq
X qY xX m y 1 l Q . Then c , c belongs to the normal subgroup of FrNi j
wq q
Y
x < < X < < X X <4 Qw < 4generated by c , c q g Q, q y y - q y y , c 1 F b F m , andi j i, b 0
Qwwh
X hY x < X Y Ž . 4c , c h , h g X m y 1 l Q , a subgroup of the normal subgroup ofi i
FrN described in the theorem.
Ž Y Y . < Y Y < Ž . < Y Y <The case when q y y r q y y g yS Q and q y y ) r is theA 0
same as the one described above.
There are four possibilities left:
< X X < < Y Y <1. q y y F r , q y y F r ;0 0
< X X < Ž Y Y . < Y Y < c Ž .2. q y y F r , q y y r q y y g yS Q ;0 A
< Y Y < Ž X X. < X X < c Ž .3. q y y F r , q y y r q y y g yS Q ;0 A
Ž X X. < X X < Ž Y Y . < Y Y < c Ž .4. q y y r q y y , q y y r q y y g yS Q .A
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X Y Ž .If 1 holds we prove that q , q g X m y 1 provided m is sufficiently
big. Indeed
' 'm y 1 y m y 1 m y 1 y m y 1
X X X X X X< <q y y F q y y q y y y' 'm y m m y m
' '1 y m q m y 1
X< <F r q y0 ž /'m y m
' ' 'F r q 1 y m q m y 1 F m y 10
for sufficiently big m. We note that
'm y 1 y m y 1
X 'y F m y 1 y m y 1'm y m
and hence
'm y 1 y m y 1
X Xq g O y ; X m y 1 .Ž .'my 1 ž /'m y m
X Ž . Y Ž .If 2 holds and m is sufficiently big q g X m y 1 . If q g X m y 1 we
Y Ž .are done. Then we can assume q f X m y 1 . Let ¤ be the element of
Ž .  X XyQ given by Lemma 3.1 for d s r and m G m d ; i.e., ¤ q q y y ,w 0 1
Y Y4  X X Y Y4 wq
X qY x ¤y1 w¤ q
X ¤ qY x¤ q q y y $ q y y , q y y . Then c , c s c , c belongsi j i j
Qwwh
X hY x < X Yto the normal subgroup of FrN generated by c , c h , h g Q,i j
 X X Y Y4  X X Y Y44h y y , h y y $ q y y , q y y . This completes case 2. Case 3 is the
same as case 2.
< X X <Finally we are left to deal with case 4. We assume that q y y G n ,
< Y Y <q y y G n , where n is the positive integer given by Lemma 3.2, and let
wq
X qY x¤ g yQ be the element given by Lemma 3.2. Then c , c sw i j
¤y1 w¤ q
X ¤ qY xc , c belongs to the normal subgroup of FrN generated byi j
Qwwh
X hY x < X Y  X X Y Y4  X X Y Y44c , c h , h g Q, h y y , h y y $ q y y , q y y . To finish thei j
Ž X X. < X X < Ž Y Y . < Yproof we have to consider the case when q y y r q y y , q y y r q
Y < c Ž . < X X < < Y Y <y y g yS Q and q y y - n or q y y - n . Here we have toA
repeat the arguments of case 2 and case 3 with n instead of r . This0
completes the proof of the theorem.
U X X Ž .COROLLARY 3.4. For m G r and q , q g X m l Q the commutator
wq
X qY xc , c belongs to the normal subgroup of FrN generated by all FrN-i j
Qwwh
X hY x < X Y Ž . 4conjugates of c , c 1 F a , b F s; h , h g X m y 1 l Q anda b
Qw < 4c 1 F a F s, 1 F b F m .a , b 0
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COROLLARY 3.5. In the assumptions of Section 1.2 Ker m is generated by
finitely many Q -orbits as a normal subgroup of F.w
Proof. By Corollary 3.4 if we quotient F through the normal subgroup
QwŽ .wŽz j, 1 q j, 1 .Žz j, 2 q j, 2 . Žz j, t j q j, t j .xy1 . <of F generated by N, b b b ??? b 1 F i F s,i i i i
4 Qwwh
X hY x < X Y Ž U . 41 F j F m and b , b 1 F i, j F s; h , h g X r y 1 l Q we ob-0 i j
tain an abelian group A equipped with a left Q -action such that the0 w
kernel of the map F “ A is in Ker m. By Corollary 3.4 and Lemma 1.2 we0
see that A is equipped with Q-action inherited from the Q-action on0
FrN. Then A is a surjective image of A as a left ZQ-module and hence0
the kernel of the projection map from A to A is finitely generated as a0
ZQ-module. Using Lemma 1.2 we see that this kernel is a finitely gener-
ated ZQ -module as well.w
4. PROOF OF THEOREM A1
In this section we prove Theorem A1 by constructing a 1-connected
2-complex X on which G acts freely and cocompactly. An obvious choice
of a CW-complex acted on by G is the Cayley graph G of A with respect
to some free Q-set of finite rank which maps surjectively to a generating
set of A. Now two problems arise: G is not 1-connected and since G acts
on G with non-trivial vertex stabilizers it is impossible to define a x-equiv-
ariant height function on G. It is easy to overcome the first obstacle
because since G is finitely presented G can be embedded in a 1-connected
Ä2-complex G on which G acts cocompactly.
Ž w x.There is a general construction see 19, Theorem 3.1 that for every
finitely generated group G, not necessarily metabelian, and for every
connected 2-complex on which G acts cocompactly with finitely presented
vertex stabilizers and finitely generated edge stabilizers, ``blows up'' this
complex to a 1-connected 2-complex on which G acts freely and cocom-
Äpactly. Our complex X is obtained by ``blowing up'' G and removing some
2-cells with boundaries representing combinatorially trivial paths. We do
wnot assume that the reader is familiar with Meinert's construction 19,
xTheorem 3.1 and describe X in detail as this will be necessary for the
proof of Theorem 4.3.
Let G be a group satisfying the assumptions of Theorem A1. Since G is
w xa metabelian group of type FP by 8 A is 2-tame as a ZQ-module; i.e.,2
c Ž . c Ž .S Q l y S Q s B and we can use the results from the previousA A
sections. Without loss of generality we assume that Q is a free abelian
group of rank n with a basis e , . . . , e .1 n
Ž .We consider A as a left ZQ-module via left conjugation and fix a
generating set a , . . . , a of A as a ZQ-module. Now we define 2-complex1 s
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Y such that its 1-skeleton Y Ž1. is the Cayley graph of G with respect to the
 4 Ž1.generating system B s a , . . . , a , e , . . . , e ; i.e., the vertices of Y are1 s 1 n
Ž .the elements of G, the edges are g, b g G = B, with vertices g and gb,
and G acts via left multiplications. Let Y Ž1., a g A denote the fulla
subcomplex of Y Ž1. spanned by the vertices aQ. Note that Y Ž1. is thea
1-skeleton D Z i = R = Zny iy1 of R n. Finally Y is defined to be0 F iF ny1
the 2-complex built by gluing copies of the 2-skeleton D Z i1 =0 F i qi F ny21 2
R = Z i2 = R = Zny i1yi 2y2 of R n to every Y Ž1., a g A. The full subcom-a
plex of Y spanned by the vertices aQ for some a g A is denoted Y .a
LEMMA 4.1. Let Z be the 1-complex obtained from Y by squeezing all
subcomplexes Y , a g A to different points and p: Y “ Z be the correspondinga
projection map. Then Y and Z are both connected and the induced map p#:
Ž . Ž .p Y “ p Z is an isomorphism. The action of G on Y induces ¤ia p an1 1
action of G on Z.
Proof. The lemma follows immediately from the fact that Y is simplya
connected for all a g A.
We note that Z is the Cayley graph of the abelian group A with respect
 4 q < 4 Ž . qto the map Q = 1, . . . , s “ a q g Q, 1 F i F s sending q, i to a ;i i
Ž .  4i.e., the set of vertices is A and a typical edge a, q, i g A = Q = 1, . . . , s
q Ž .has vertices a and a q a . The map p sends the edge g, a g G = B toi i
Ž .  4a, q, i g A = Q = 1, . . . , s and the vertex g g Y to the vertex a g Z,
where g s aq in G. Note that the action of G on Z induced by the map p
is the following: A acts on the set of vertices of Z via left multiplication
Ž .and Q via left conjugation on A.
Ž .It is easy to see that p Z , R, where R is the kernel of the surjective1
 4homomorphism from the free group F on the set Q = 1, . . . , s to A
Ž . q Ž .sending q, i to a . Since G , F i Q rR is finitely presented R isi
Ž .finitely generated as a normal subgroup of F i Q , say by r , . . . , r . Now1 m& & &G G G 4we attach a free G-set c , c , . . . , c of 2-cells to Z, where the1 2 m&
Ž .boundary of c represents the element r of p Z and denote by Z thisi i 1 0
new 2-complex. By construction Z is 1-connected.0
G G G 4DEFINITION. We attach a free G-set of 2-cells c , c , . . . , c to Y1 2 m
such that the boundary of gc under the map p coincides with thei&gboundary of c for all g g G, 1 F i F m and denote by X this newi
2-complex. Let p: X “ Z be a continuous G-map lifting the map p0 &
described in Lemma 4.1 with the additional property that p sends c to ci i
for all 1 F i F m.
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of the construction
of X and Lemma 4.1.
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LEMMA 4.2. X is a 1-connected 2-complex on which G acts freely and
cocompactly. The ¤ertex set of X is the underlying set of the group G.
Since G acts freely on X it is easy to construct a x-equivariant height
Ž . Ž .function h s h : X “ R, where x s g w g Hom G, R . For a vertexx
Ž . Ž .g g G we set h g [ x g and extend h to a regular x-equivariant height
Ž . Ž . Ž .function on X ; i.e., h is a continuous function with h gx s h x q x g
for every g g G, x g X, such that the restriction of h to a cell of X always
attains its extreme values on the cell boundary.
The main step of the proof of Theorem A1 is Theorem 4.3. It uses
substantially the main result of Section 3, i.e., Corollary 3.5. Once Theo-
w xrem 4.3 is proved Meinert's criterion 19, Theorem 4.1 completes the
proof of Theorem A1.
THEOREM 4.3. X w0, q‘. is essentially 1-connected in X.h
Proof. We remind the reader that by definition X w r , q‘. is the maxi-h
y1Žw ..mal subcomplex of X contained in h r, q‘ . We note that X s
w r , q‘. 1Ž . 1Ž .  w r , q‘.4D X and since x g S G, Z s S G all X are con-r g R h h r g R
nected. Similarly to Lemma 4.1 we obtain
p X w r , q‘. , p Z w r , q‘. ,Ž . Ž .1 h 1 0, h
w r , q‘. Ž w r , q‘.. w r , q‘. Ž w r , q‘..where Z s p X . Let Z denote p Y l X . Then0, h h h h&gw r , ‘. w r , ‘.Z is obtained from Z by gluing those 2-cells c for which the0, h h i
g Žminimal value of h on c is bounded below by r ; i.e., h any vertex ofi
. Ž . w r , ‘.c G r y x g . Note that the vertices of Z are the elements of A andi h
w r , ‘.  < Ž . 4  4the set of edges of Z is A = q g Q w q G r = 1, 2, . . . , s .h
 < Ž . 4  4Let F be the free group on the set Y s q g Q w q G r = 1, 2, . . . , s ,r r
where r F 0, and so F is a subgroup of F for r G r . We denote by Rr r 1 2 r1 2
the kernel of the surjective group homomorphism from F to A sendingr
Ž . qq, i g Y to a g A. Thenr i
p Z w r , ‘. , ¤ , R for all r F 0,Ž .1 h 0 r
where the isomorphism is induced by the map that sends every closed
combinatorial path in Z w r , ‘. attached at the vertex ¤ s 1 to its label.h 0 A
Ž .  < Ž . 4  4 qThe label of the edge a, q, i g A = q g Q w q G r = 1, . . . , s is ai
and the label of a path is the product of the labels of the edges in the
Ž .order they appear in the path. Note that F i Q acts on R , F via leftr w r r
Ž . Ž .conjugation and Q via its left action on Y given by left multiplication.w r
Ž .By Corollary 3.5 R is finitely generated as a left F i Q -group, say by0 0 w
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a , . . . , a . Since1 t
lim p Z w j , ‘. , ¤ s p Z , ¤ s 0Ž .Ž .1 0, h 0 1 0 0
j“y‘
there exists a negative integer j such that the images of a , . . . , a in0 1 t
Ž w j0 , ‘. .p Z , ¤ are trivial. Now we consider the commutative diagram1 0, h 0
w0 , ‘. 6 w j , ‘.0Ž . Ž .R ,p Z , ¤ p Z , ¤ , R )Ž .0 1 h 0 1 h 0 j0
6
i
mm j0 0
6
w j , ‘.w0, ‘. 6 0Ž .Ž . p Z , ¤ ,p Z , ¤ 1 0, h 01 0, h 0 i0
where all the maps are induced by the obvious inclusions of spaces. We
Ž w0, ‘. . Ž w j0 , ‘. .view p Z , ¤ and p Z , ¤ as F i Q -groups via the maps m1 0, h 0 1 0, h 0 0 w 0
Ž .and m , respectively. Then the maps of the diagram ) commute with thej0
action of F i Q . By the choice of j , m i s i m s 0 and since m is0 w 0 j 0 0 00
Ž w0, ‘. .surjective i is the trivial map. Then the map p X , ¤ “0 1 h 0
Ž w j0 , ‘. .p X , ¤ induced by the inclusion of the corresponding spaces is1 h 0
trivial; i.e., X w0, ‘. is essentially 1-connected as required,h
5. PROOF OF THEOREM B
In this section we assume again that G is a split extension of A by Q, A
and Q are abelian, and G is finitely generated. We consider B a finitely
generated ZQ-module and view B as a module over ZG via the projec-
tion G “ Q. The following lemma is a starting point of our proof of
Theorem B.
LEMMA 5.1. If Q is a finitely generated abelian group and B is a finitely
mŽ .c 0Ž .cgenerated ZQ-module then S Q, B s S Q, B for all m g N.
Proof. We choose a free resolution C of B whose components C arei
free ZQ-modules of finite rank. In addition we assume that the resolution
w xis admissible in Bieri]Renz sense as defined in 7, p. 471 ; i.e., for every
i G 0 the free ZQ-module C is endowed with a basis X such that thei i
differential does not send any element of X to zero. We aim to show thati
w x 0Ž .if x is a non-trivial real character of Q such that x g S Q, B then
w x mŽ . w xx g S Q, B . By 8, Proposition 2.1 there exists l in the centralizer of
Ž .B in ZQ such that for all q g supp l, x q ) 0. Then we define a chain
map n : C “ C such that in non-negative dimensions n is multiplication
by l and in dimension y1 is the identity of B. Let ¤ be the Bieri]Renz
valuation on C associated to the character x ; i.e., the restriction ¤ of ¤ toi
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 4the free module C is a map to R j ‘ satisfying the following axioms:i
Ž .1. ¤ 0 s ‘;i
Ž . Ž . Ž .2. ¤ gx s x g q ¤ x for g g G, x g X ;i i i
Ž .  Ž . < 43. ¤ f s min ¤ y n / 0 if f s Ýn y / 0 is the unique expres-i i y y
sion of f g C in terms of the Z-basis GX , n g Z;i i y
Ž .4. the values of ¤ on X are chosen inductively by ¤ x s 0 andi i 0
Ž . Ž .¤ x s ¤ › x for i ) 0.i iy1
Ž Ž .. Ž .Then the choice of l implies ¤ n x ) ¤ x for all x g D X .iG 0 i
w x w xFinally the Bieri]Renz criterion 7, Theorem 4.1 implies x g
mŽ .S Q, B for all m g N.
Ž .  4 Ž . w x 0Ž .LEMMA 5.2. If x g Hom G, R _ 0 , x A s 0, and x g S G, B
then B is not finitely presented o¤er ZG if and only if B m Aug Z A is notx
finitely generated o¤er ZG ¤ia the diagonal action. B is finitely presented o¤erx
ŽZG if and only if B m Aug Z A is finitely generated o¤er ZG ¤ia the diagonal
.G-action .
Proof. By Lemma 5.1 B is of type FP over ZQ . We consider the‘ x
short exact sequence of ZG -modulesx
0 “ Aug Z A m B “ Z A m B , ZG m B “ B “ 0Z Z x ZQx
given by inducing the short exact sequence 0 “ Aug Z A “ Z A “ Z “ 0.
w xNow the first part of the lemma follows from 2, Proposition 1.4 and the
fact that ZG m B is induced from a module of type FP over ZQ andx ZQ ‘ xx
hence is of type FP over ZG . Similarly since Z A m B , ZG m B we‘ x Z ZQ
Žsee that Aug Z A m B is finitely generated over ZG via the diagonalZ
.G-action if and only if B is finitely presented over ZG.
PROPOSITION 5.3. If B is finitely presented o¤er ZG
c c c0 0 1R S G, A q R S G, B : R S G, B .Ž . Ž . Ž .) 0 ) 0 ) 0
0Ž .c 1Ž .cRemark. S G, A s S G .
w xProof. The proof generalizes ideas from 15, Proposition 6.3 . We
assume there exist non-trivial real characters x , x of Q such that1 2
w x c Ž . 0Ž .c w x c Ž . 0Ž .cx g S Q , S G, A , x g S Q , S G, B and x q x s x1 A 2 B 1 2 0
w x 1Ž .is either 0 or x g S G, B for x s x (p where p is the projection0
from G to Q and the above isomorphisms between geometric invariants
are induced from the projection p . By Lemma 5.2 Aug Z A m B is finitely
w x c Ž . w x c Ž .generated over ZG . Since x g S Q and x g S Q there arex 1 A 2 B
Žq . Ž . Ž .filtrations ¤ : A “ R , ¤ : B “ R such that ¤ a s x q q ¤ a ,1 ‘ 2 ‘ 1 1 1
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Ž .  Ž . Ž .4  4 Žq . Ž . Ž .¤ a q a G min ¤ a , ¤ a , Im ¤ / ‘ and ¤ b s x q q ¤ b ,1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 2
Ž .  Ž . Ž .4  4¤ b q b G min ¤ b , ¤ b , Im ¤ / ‘ . Now we define r : Aug Z A2 1 2 2 1 2 2 2
m B “ R by‘
<r l s sup d l g SŽ . ½ d qd G d , d g Im x1 2 i i
y1 w y1 wKer Z A “ Z Ar¤ d , ‘ m ¤ d , ‘ .. .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . 51 1 2 2
w xAs shown in 15, Proposition 6.3 r satisfies the following properties
ŽŽ . . Ž . Ž .1. r a y 1 m b s ¤ a q ¤ b ;1 2
ŽgŽ . g . Žg . Žg . Ž . ŽŽ . .2. r a y 1 m b s ¤ a q ¤ b s x g q r a y 1 m b ;1 2
Ž .  Ž . Ž .43. r l q l G min r l , r l .1 2 1 2
The second and the third properties together with the fact that Aug Z A
m B is finitely generated over ZG imply that Im r is bounded below, ax
contradiction with the first property of r.
THEOREM 5.4. If B is finitely presented o¤er ZG then
c c c1 0 0R S G, B : R S G, B q R S G, A .Ž . Ž . Ž .) 0 ) 0 ) 0
Proof. We assume that x is a non-trivial real character of G such that
0Ž .c 0Ž .c w x 1Žx f R S G, B q R S G, A and aim to prove that x g S G,) 0 ) 0
. w xB . As shown in 17 the real characters of G that do not vanish on A
1Ž . Ž .represent elements of S G, B and therefore we can assume that x A
s 0; i.e., x s w (p for some non-trivial real character w of Q. By Lemma
5.2 it suffices to prove that B m Aug Z A is finitely generated over ZG .x
Our proof of Theorem 5.4 uses the geometric methods developed in the
proof of Theorem A1 but it is easier as there is already an action of Q on
A and B. Note that in the assumption of Theorem B the ZQ-module A
might not be 2-tame. The role of 2-tameness will be played by the
c Ž . c Ž .condition S Q l y S Q s B. The latter holds because as shown inA B
w x16, Proposition 3 it is equivalent with B being finitely presented over ZG.
Now we state several lemmas that are obvious modifications of the
geometric lemmas included in the previous sections.
Ž . c Ž . c Ž . c Ž .LEMMA 5.4.1. See 1.3. If S Q l y S Q s B, x g yS Q andA B 1 A
c Ž .x g yS Q the angle between x and x cannot be arbitrary close to p .2 B 1 2
Ž . c Ž . c Ž .LEMMA 5.4.2. See 1.4. If w f R S Q q R S Q there exists a) 0 B ) 0 A
Ž .  4 npositi¤e real number a g 0, p such that for e¤ery set X s x , x , x ; R1 2 3
Ž . c Ž . c Ž . w x, Hom Q, R , x g yS Q , x g yS Q , and x g R w there ex-Z 1 A 2 B 3 ) 0
p an  4ists u g R such that / x, u - y for all x g X.2 2
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To prove Theorem 5.4 we use the main idea of the proof of Corollary 3.4
with some modifications given by the following lemmas. Most of the proofs
are omitted as they are the same as the proofs of the corresponding
statements of Sections 1.2, 2, and 3. Note that we do not need analogue
statements of all geometric results from Sections 1.2, 2, and 3, as there is
Žalready an action of Q on A and B and A and B are abelian we should
.not worry about expressions of c 's as in the proof of Theorem A1 . Fori, j
example we do not need an analogue of Lemma 2.1, where a special
positive integer r is defined.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 5.4.3. See 1.5 and 1.6. There exist a finite subset L of C AZQ
xŽ . < <j C B and a positi¤e real number r such that for x ) r , g< <ZQ 0 0 x
Ž . Ž .yS Q , M s A or B, there exists l g L l C M with the property thatM ZQ
< < < <for e¤ery q g supp l, x q q - x .
Ž .LEMMA 5.4.4.1. See 2.2. Let X be a finite generating set of B o¤er ZQ.B
X X X X n X X XŽ . Ž . < < ŽSuppose q g O y ; X m , q g Q, y g R , and q y y ) r , q ym 0'
X . < X X < Ž . qXy r q y y g yS Q . Then for c g X the element c belongs to theB B
q < < X < < X X <4subgroup of B generated by c q g Q, q y y - q y y .
LEMMA 5.4.4.2. Let X be a finite generating set of A o¤er ZQ. SupposeA
X X X X n X X X X XŽ . Ž . < < Ž . <q g O y ; X m , q g Q, y g R , and q y y ) r , q y y r q ym 0'
X < Ž . q
X
Ž .y g yS Q . Then for c g X the element c y 1 belongs to the Z A-sub-A A
qŽ . <module of the augmentation ideal of Z A generated by c y 1 q g Q,
< X < < X X <4q y y - q y y .
Note that Lemma 5.4.4.2 follows from Lemma 5.4.4.1 applied for the
ZQ-module A.
Ž .LEMMA 5.4.5. See 3.1. Suppose d is a real positi¤e number. Then there
Ž . Ž .exists a positi¤e real number m d , depending on d , such that if m G m d ,1 1
X Y X Y n X X Y YŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .q , q g Q, y , y g R , q g O y ; X m , q g O y ; X m , andm m' '
< X X < Y Ž . Ž Y Y . < Y Y < c Ž . c Ž .q y y F d , q f X m y 1 , q y y r q y y g yS Q j y S QA B
 X X Y Y4  X Xthen there exists ¤ g yQ such that ¤ q q y y , ¤ q q y y $ q y y ,w
Y Y4q y y .
Ž .LEMMA 5.4.6. See 3.2. There exists a sufficiently large positi¤e integer n
X Y X Y n < X X < < Y Y < Ž Xsuch that if q , q g Q, y , y g R , q y y G n , q y y G n , and q y
X . < X X < c Ž . Ž Y Y . < Y Y < c Ž .y r q y y g yS Q , q y y r q y y g yS Q then there is anB A
 < Ž . 4 < X X < < X X < < Yelement ¤ g yQ s q g Q w q F 0 with q y y q ¤ - q y y , q yw
Y < < Y Y <y q ¤ - q y y .
Ž .THEOREM 5.4.7. See 3.3. As before let X and X be finite generatingA B
sets of A and B, respecti¤ely, o¤er ZQ. Then there exists a positi¤e real
U U X X Y YŽ . Ž . Ž .number r such that if m G r , q g O y ; X m , q g O y ;m m' '
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Ž . X Y X Y nX m , q , q g Q, and y , y g R then for b g X , a g X the elementB A
qX qY Ž .b m a y 1 belongs to the ZG -submodule of B m Aug Z A generated byx
h
X
hY Ž . < X Y  X X Y Y4  X Xb m a y 1 bgX , ag X , h , h g Q, h y y , h y y $ q y y ,B A
Y Y44 h
X
hY Ž . < X Y Ž . 4q y y and b m a y 1 a g X , b g X , h , h g X m y 1 l Q .A B
Proof. The proof of Theorem 5.4.7 follows from the modified lemmas
in the same way as Theorem 3.3 follows from the geometric lemmas in
Sections 1.2, 2, and 3. We omit the details and only state the cases that
should be considered.
Ž X X. < X X < Ž . < X X < Ž1. q y y r q y y g yS Q and q y y ) r use LemmaB 0
.5.4.4.1 ;
Ž Y Y . < Y Y < Ž . < Y Y < Ž2. q y y r q y y g yS Q and q y y ) r use LemmaA 0
.5.4.4.2 ;
< X X < < Y Y < Ž X Y Ž .3. q y y F r , q y y F r in this case q , q g X m y 1 for0 0
.sufficiently big m ;
< X X < Ž Y Y . < Y Y < c Ž . Ž .4. q y y F r , q y y r q y y g yS Q use Lemma 5.4.5 ;0 A
< Y Y < Ž X X . < X X < c Ž . Ž5. q y y F r , q y y r q y y g yS Q proceed as in the0 B
.previous case ;
Ž X X. < X X < c Ž . Ž Y Y . < Y Y < c Ž . Ž6. q y y r q y y g yS Q , q y y r q y y g yS Q useB A
< Y Y < < X X <Lemma 5.4.6 to reduce to the case when q y y F n or q y y F n .
.Then use the idea of case 5 or 4, respectively .
The following corollary completes the proof of Theorem 5.4.
Ž . U X Y Ž .COROLLARY 5.4.8. See 3.4. If m G r , q , q g X m l Q then for
qX qX Ž .a g X , b g X , b m a y 1 belongs to the ZG -submodule of B mA B x
h
X
hY Ž . < X Y Ž .Aug Z A generated by b m a y 1 b g X , a g X , h , h g X m y 1B A
4l Q . In particular B m Aug Z A is finitely generated o¤er ZG .x
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